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Ue boom keeps saying charging please wait

Selected solution Same problem. Red light keeps flashing and wont seem to charge. Hold down the VOL DOWN button and the power button for a few seconds until you hear a sound. Then turn it back on. Everybody fixed! Worked a treat for me :) My speaker did it. I was able to fix it by resetting the
speaker. Plug it in and let it charge for a while, just to make sure it really has a charge (like half an hour, minimum). Then hold down the minus button and the power button for about 12 seconds until you get a beep. That's all it took for the speaker to start properly. Then I had to forget about the blue tooth
device, and restore new ones. I don't know if it's part of the process. I run into the same problem - even replaced the battery and still won't take a charge. I'm starting to think Logitech puts a time bomb in all their devices so they die after a period of time, so you have to buy a new one. Same thing
happened to several Harmony remotes, crapped out for updates – I swore off Logitech peripherals after that. Received this Megaboom as a gift, it sounded good when it worked - won't buy another one. Change the charger, happened to me, couldn't figure it out and you can't just use a charger just
because it fits the port, the charger might be weak and the charger doesn't know how long you let it charge, not only that, it will bugger your weaker charger that you used for your phone.... Need higher output.... Try it Hello! You should try using a different power supply that prints 2A to jump-start the
battery before attempting to replace it. Watched a YouTube video of Mr. Tammik.He put it in the fridge for a few hours and hit the reset (volume up and play button) and it charged!!! Tried everything else on the internet but nothing worked. It worked fine. I was ready to throw it out or try to replace the
battery! Try it you have nothing to lose. Not sure why it works, but it does. I thought he was crazy. Thank you Me. Tammick for the fix! This has happened to me with cell phones as well. If it breaks down too much, it does not charge. If you put the charger in and out quickly, it sometimes starts charging. I
don't know why it works, but it fixed my UE Boom and my phone several times. For my UE Boom I also tried turning it on while doing this. It's working fine now. Simple solution. Short version. update app on your PC, connect your ueboom update update ueboom. Bam!! it charges. Also I was on the verge
of that probably the cusp of probably. Even took it apart. Nothing was wrong, the battery was fine. I just wanted it to stay up to date. hope this helps you all! Peace and be good. See this document ... (because otherwise you won't believe me). Connect and remove the power cable 25-30 times until the
power light flashes. Let it charge in a timerMeanwhile, put the Ultimate Ears app on your phone. Unplug, turn on with the button on top of the Boom device. Quickly connect with Bluetooth to Phone. Open the UE app, which triggers an important firmware upgrade. Download and install the upgrade (do it
automatically). Never let it reach 0% battery charge again. It is possible that you have emptied the battery low enough that it will no longer charge. I've seen it happen before For anyone else looking for an answer, Lance might be right. Unfortunately his response came a little bit too late for me. I bought a
new UE Megaboom and threw the old one in the trash. After the first few weeks the same thing happened and it would no longer charge. I tried different things to make it work until I realized that I was actually charging the speaker with the charger I use for my mobile phone etc. I switched back to the
original UE fluorescent yellow/green charger and left it overnight. In the morning, the speaker worked again. I had the same problem. I put mine in a ziplock in the fridge overnight and took it out in the morning and put it in and it fixed the problem and now charges no problem! My problem was firmware and
the fix was through their website: ... Go to #25 How do I update the software on my ultimate ears MEGABOOM 3? Downloaded DMG update file, connected to the USB speaker on your computer, ran the firmware update. Hope this helps someone ;) I've also been challenged by this for the last few days.
Got to the point where my GF wouldn't let me plug in the Megaboom speaker anymore due to persistent, fast flashing lights. I tried all the possible button combinations. Then I tried both fridge and freezer. Speaker would require up to 40% charge, but then die quickly unless connected. Didn't feel like it
was getting a 'real' charge. Also the charging lights would flash/flash really fast all the time. Never the slow, pulsed charging light that my smaller UE Boom speaker shows. Finally, using instructions from the YouTube video below I separated the speaker this morning. I made sure to press the battery pins
very firmly in the upper part/charging connector. I then put the speaker in the front USB ports of my desktop computer (Dell Optiplex 3020). Finally, a slow charging light. Will let it charge for the rest of the day and then post my results later. what is it? Critical battery. At the same time, try vollume down and
power button. Heard the distinctive sound mentioned, but no joy. Used my USB port on laptop instead of power outlet. White light on UE BOOM 2 immediately began flashing and charging overnight. Success. Thanks for the helpful comments. Was considering buying a new battery. Same problem but
seems to be charging with original cable connected laptop USB port.... fingers crossed I finally fixed mine. This is what I did I tried all reset methods didn't work ordered a new battery didn't work put in the fridge still not was ready to finally call it a loss and decided to look at all the soldering on the boards
they all looked good except one on the edge under the glue as material, it had some white powdery stuff on it like when you leave a battery for something too long so I grabbed a tooth pick and got it all off it in and it started flashing Hello I have the same problem and have tried - and the Power button
combi. It seems to have worked. However, I would just like to say that reading all the threads will certainly indicate that there is a fundamental problem with this speaker??!! They are not cheap and surely a customer should not be opening the device up and doing some soldering fhs!!?? If I end up ditching
this speaker I certainly won't be buying someone else who has read about these problems. Ultimate Ears should be sent this thread and come up with some answers. O A O Hello! Im in the same situation. I have a UE Roll (not Megaboom). It's about 3 years old. It worked perfectly fine until a few weeks
ago when it started repeating critical battery you need to charge. I've already tried various chargers, the pressure + and power (also - and power), but nothing seems to work. What other option do I have? (I didn't understand the fridge one) Thanks! So I finally fixed mine. I had the same problem, my UE
Megaboom was unused for a few months and it wouldn't charge or come on. I tried everything from putting it in the fridge to trying to open it and keeping the volume and power buttons down for about 12 seconds. This would only reset it sometimes, but it still wouldn't charge. The steps on their website
didn't work the first two times I tried it. But it did after I disconnected it and re connected it for about 40 times or so. I then held the volume down the button and the power button for about 12 seconds and did it several times and it came on but went out again. I just left it to charge with the original charger
for a few hours after those steps and it made high-pitched radio static sounds. After about 2 hours or so I was able to get it turned on and charged. I suggest you try to get it to this point, pair it with the app and turn on remote power if you can. While charging I wasn't able to turn it on using the button on
the speaker, but the remote worked and now it works fine. Here are the steps they ask to do on their website, but be sure to leave it for at least 10 seconds each time as the first few times I tried these steps, I removed it much faster and it wouldn't work. Hope this helps! Connect the speaker to the charger
and leave it plugged in for a few seconds. If the charging LED does not pulsate continuously, disconnect the cable from the speaker, and then reconnect it and leave it plugged in for a few seconds. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until your speaker gets to a normal charging cycle - the LED should continue to
pulsate. (This can take up to 25-30 times.) When your speaker comes to a where it charges normally, continue charging it until the battery is 100%. I have a UE roll 1 and I had the same problem did the same works perfectly! Ue Ue 2 wouldn't charge, had flashing white lights that would only flash for about
5 seconds. Managed to get mine back working by disconnecting and plugging the cable back in. Think my battery was very dead so gave it short charge every time until it cut out, re plugged it back in each time. Noticed that every time I re plugged it into the white joint would blink a little bit longer. After 10
attempts it is now charging correctly I tried to keep the power and volume down buttons and I tried to keep the power and volume up buttons neither worked for me. But after leaving my Boom 2 plugged in for a while I connected it to my computer and used the Windows firmware tool to update Boom's
firmware. Once the firmware was updated it charged and didn't work any problem. Mac/Windows firmware tool can be downloaded from Ultimate Ears' support website here: ... it's at the bottom in response to the FAQ How do I update the software on my ULTIMATE EARS BOOM 2? 2?
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